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FACULTY SENATE MINUTES 
Thursday, November 5, 2015 - Taylor 306 

 

In attendance: McGraw (Speaker); Accounting: Hayes; Art, Design & Art History: Tollefson-Hall; Biology: Rife; 
Comm. Sci. & Disorders: DePaolis; Chemistry: Hughey; Comm Sci and Disorders: DePaolis; Comm. Studies: 
Whitfield; Computer Information Sys: Wang; Computer Science: Grove; Early ELED & Reading: McCartney; 
Economics: Grant; Engineering: Harper; English: Parker (alt.); Edu. Found. & Exceptionalities: Koubek; Finance & 
Bus. Law: Parker; Foreign Languages: Muhonja; Health Sciences: Burnett; History: Borg (alt.); Hosp., Sports & Rec 
Mgt.: Shonk; ISAT: Benton; Justice Studies: Poteyeva; Kinesiology: Nye; Learning, Tech & Leadership Ed.: Griffin; Lib 
& Ed Tech: Mungin; Management: Stark; Marketing: Larsen; Mathematics & Statistics: Garren; Media Arts & 
Design: Leidholdt; Music: Dabback; Nursing: Donovan; Philosophy & Religion: Piper; Physics: Giovanetti; Political 
Science: Lee; Psychology: DuVall; Social Work: Yeom; Sociology & Anthropology: Polanco; Theater & Dance: 
Sherrill; Writing Rhetoric & Tech Comm: McDonnell; Part-time Faculty Rep: Harlacker; Student/SGA Rep: Miner. 
Guests – VP, Acad. Devel.: Johnson; SGA: Smith; SSLS: Vanhoven  

I. Call to Order – 3:33 p.m. 

II. Speaker’s Report 

 Speaker McGraw began by noting that our December meeting will include President Alger’s visit, and we 

will be meeting in Taylor 405. The theme will be the future of the university: what kind of university we hope to 

become in the future, including items such as our market position and our relationship with the Commonwealth of 

Virgina. He also announced that the Faculty Senate of Virginia was scheduled to have its Fall meeting the weekend 

of Nov. 7-8; he asked Senators to send him any potential agenda items that might be of statewide concern; things 

that might be lobbied for at the Legislature.  

Speaker McGraw then brought up the topic of safety on campus as a recurrent faculty concern this 

semester. In the wake of campus shootings, some faculty feel that this is something the Senate might be involved 

with. He asked Senators to consider whether the Senate should be involved, and if so, what form might that 

involvement take? Another item raised for Senators to consider is the possibility of having at least parts of our 

Senate meetings be closed (i.e., only Senators allowed in the room), in situations where we might prefer not to 

have a media presence. The University Attorney’s opinion is that the state’s open meetings law doesn’t require 

that Faculty Senate meetings be open. Senators were asked to think about whether this option might be useful, 

and if so, what situations might trigger the closing of (part of) a meeting.  

 Finally, Senator McGraw provided an update on an item from last month’s open discussion – the 

suggestion to convert more parking in North Campus to faculty spaces. As it turns out, all of the student spaces 

that previously existed in that area have already been converted to faculty spaces. 

III. Speaker Pro Tempore’s Report  

 Speaker Pro Tempore Audrey Burnett provided a report on the most recent Board of Visitors meeting. 

During the first portion of the meeting, the BoV first approved the modification of the existing Industrial Design 

emphasis in the BS Studio Art program into a stand-alone major. The BoV also heard the first reading of the 

proposal to establish an Honors College. The rationale included items such as the large numbers of students going 

through the current honors program, and the fact that there is enough support and resources for it to become its 

own college; additionally, the current honors program functions similarly to honors colleges at peer institutions. In 
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response to Senator questions, VP Johnson noted that this move has been in the works for awhile, and that tipping 

points included the number of students served and the fact that the program is very well developed, with a 

curriculum already in place (though going forward there will probably be an emphasis on providing students with 

more experiences). She also noted that the Honors College would be a recruitment asset. The BoV also heard 

reports on the 10th anniversary of the Katrina Service Trip, which will continue this year; on SGA activities and 

goals; and from the Faculty Senate on the JLARC report and the areas (such as student research and our 16:1 

student:faculty ratio) on which JMU was praised. 

 During the open portion of the BoV meeting, several items were approved, including an easement to 

Verizon to upgrade utilities as well as the campus safety plan and six-year plan. Information on freshman 

enrollment, the opening of the new Grace Street dorm, and donations to the Alison Parker Memorial Fund was 

presented. The Board also heard a report on engaged learning, with examples of what faculty are doing in that 

area. Speaker Pro Tempore Burnett also noted that as of Oct. 9, $1.3-$3 million has been donated/received thus 

far for the Convocation Center. Overall, a total of $18.3 million has been donated to various initiatives  over the 

past year; an ad hoc committee  to examine the functions and uses of the capital campaign was set up. 

IV. Treasurer’s Report  

$5,112.37 as of 11/5/15. Treasurer Larsen reminded Senators to turn in their dues. He also reminded everyone to 

enter the computer lottery; winners will be contacted around Thanksgiving week. Larsen also gave a quick report 

from the Faculty Handbook Committee – the third-year or mid-tenure review requirement looks like it’s moving 

toward approval. The sticking point had been the use of “unsatisfactory, satisfactory, excellent” in those reviews 

(some were in favor, others opposed); the terms were struck from the handbook language. Assuming the timeline 

proceeds normally, the first semester during which those reviews would be mandated is Fall 2016. 

V. Committee Reports 

A. Faculty Concerns – No report. 

 

B. Academic Policies – No report. 

 

C. Student Relations – The Madison Vision Teaching Award continues to be the main agenda item. Micah 

Smith, chair of Academic Affairs for SGA, gave a progress report. This Spring will be the first time the 

award is given. The plan is to release a University-wide Qualtrics survey during the last two or three weeks 

of the semester, allowing the award to be made around finals week. Students will be asked for the names 

of faculty for whom they wish to vote. The chair of the Senate Student Relations committee will advise as 

needed.  

 

D. Faculty Appeals – no cases. 

 
E. Budget and Compensation – This committee met with Provost Benson on Monday; they discussed the six 

year plan. The committee also received a copy of the brief given to the BoV on this issue; more 

information will be forthcoming as the committee examines the brief, but Chair Steve Harper did note 

that the first two years have more specifics, while the last four are more general; a 2.4% faculty raise is 

included in the next two years. The Budget and Compensation Committee will also be working on new 

wording for the Senate bylaws in terms of recognizing the new, expanded function of the committee.  

 

F. Nominations and Elections – Mark Piper reported on the Vision Mini Grant process. The window for 

proposals has closed, with 55 proposals received. This year’s budget for the grants is $35,000 (up from 

$23,850 last year). The current plan is to “max out” the individual grants as much as possible (i.e., to 

award 10 proposals the maximum $3,500), though that could change as the committee reviews the 
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proposals. They will meet Nov. 12 for proposal review; awards should be announced by the end of the 

month. 

 

G. Other Committee Reports – No reports. 

 
VI. Old Business 
 No old business. 

 
VII. New Business. 
 Two motions had a first reading; discussion and debate will most likely occur in January. 

1. Mark Piper presented his resolution (attached) on expanding the scope and purpose of the Senate’s 
Flower Fund. In brief, the resolution suggests raising the Senate dues to $5 and using the additional 
funds raised to help fund initiatives deemed worthy by the Senate. The goal is to give the Senate 
more actual influence, rather than simply passing motions that may or may not be acted upon. The 
example Piper provided – there’s a new women’s self-defense class being offered through UREC, 
which costs $30 per student. The Senate might decide that it was a worthy goal to give $900 to pay 
the fee for 30 students to take the class.   

2. Val Larsen presented a resolution (attached) asking the University to encourage academic units to 
recognize different types of community service (beyond activities directly related to faculty members’ 
disciplines) at tenure and promotion. He pointed out that as it stands, if engagement doesn’t involve 
students, faculty often don’t get credit for it, arguing that faculty who are examples of engaged 
citizens should be recognized for it, given our mission statement. 

 

VIII. Open Discussion 

Several topics were addressed during the open discussion period. First, there was a clarification on the closed 

meetings idea – we could define closed however we would like to define it.  

It was suggested that perhaps we might ask for coverings over bike racks, like those in place at the Grace Street 

dorm, to be installed over other bike racks on campus. 

A brief discussion concerning the flower fund then took place. It was suggested that perhaps as an accounting 

measure, $2 of the $5 might be allocated toward bereavements and $3 for other purposes. Speaker McGraw noted 

that he wrote a resolution like that and it failed a couple of years ago. It was also suggested that we might want to 

institute a cap on fund buildup. There ensued some discussion concerning the best ways to get constituents to pay 

their dues. Ideas like paying it yourself and collecting from constituents over the course of the year, using an 

envelope with a list of names for collection, and sending out the bylaws language regarding dues were mentioned. 

Senators also talked briefly about the mandatory reporting requirement. It can be difficult to find out where 

students can go for confidential reporting; Steve Harper suggested cards people can refer to in order to help 

students who might want to report. Marilou Johnson and Leslie Harlacker suggested reaching out to Teresa 

Gonzalez if your department is interested in a presentation concerning the new mandatory reporting process, as 

well as with any suggestions for improving the training – it’s a work in progress. 

There was also some discussion about the community service issue raised in Val Larsen’s motion. Some Senators 

were in favor, while others felt that service should be in the context of our own disciplines, because it may be 

difficult to properly evaluate it otherwise. It was noted that the motion doesn’t mandate a particular approach but 

is rather a strong suggestion; departments wouldn’t be required to weight service higher, but would be 

encouraged to accept community-based service as part of the service component. 

 
X. Adjournment – 4:54 p.m.  


